1. Introduction

Recently, we reported the three-dimensional computer-aided design (3D-CAD) reconstruction of the first “Iron Hand” of the famous Franconian knight, Götz von Berlichingen (1480–1562), who lost his right hand by a cannon ball splinter injury in 1504 in the War of the Succession of Landshut [1–8]. In this early passive hand prosthesis, the artificial thumb and two finger blocks could be moved by a spring mechanism in their basic joints and released by a push button.

A second “Iron Hand” was developed many years later, in which the fingers could be passively moved in all joints. In most illustrations of Götz, the second “Iron Hand” is shown, although he is said to have mostly used the first hand because of its robustness and easy usability in everyday activities. We also studied the 1815 publication of the Basel copper engraver Christian von Mechel (1737–1817) who illustrated and described the second “Iron Hand” and its sophisticated mechanics, containing two useful aquatint etchings in a scale of 1:1 [9].

2. 3D-CAD Reconstruction of the Second “Iron Hand”

Today, we would like to share with you our new 3D-CAD reconstruction of the finger mechanics of the second “Iron Hand” based on the Mechel plot (Figure 1). In this reconstruction, you can observe how a chain reaction is triggered in the body of the artificial hand after the locking lever is actuated, in which the angled hook of the proximal phalanx jumps out of the opening, and thus releases the locking of the middle phalanx, which also jumps up and releases the locking of the distal phalanx when its angled hook jumps out.

Thus, with one press on the locking lever button, the finger jumps from the preset flexion (Figure 2) to extend (Figure 3) in all joints.
**Figure 2.** Detail of the 3D-CAD reconstruction of the finger mechanics; the hand is in the flexed position.

**Figure 3.** Detail of the 3D-CAD reconstruction of the finger mechanics; the hand is in the extended position.

### 3. Lessons Learnt

What can we learn from Götz?

1. This ancient hand prosthesis has very complicated mechanics;
2. The very detailed Mechel publication does not explain every detail of the hand and is not quite 1:1 in scale.
3. When printing the parts with a multi-material polymer printer, the levers and springs of the finger mechanism broke after only a few seconds, while the polymer replica of the first hand still functions perfectly after years of constant use. This indicates
that not all prosthetic hand designs are suitable for 3D polymer printing. Especially for such fragile parts, such as those inside the second prosthetic hand, a CAD-based computerized numerical control (CNC) fabrication from metal should be considered. In fact, the original hand in the museum of Jagsthausen, Germany, is also made of sheet alloy. Information on the stability, and thus the choice for the appropriate material, can be simulated in advance, e.g., with a dynamic finite element method (FEM) analysis.
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